Awards 2018/19

Activities Awards

Nomination Pack

Welcome to the FXU Activities Ball 2018
Appreciate
The FXU Awards are all about recognising the activities and achievements of exceptional students from the University of Exeter Cornwall Campuses and Falmouth
University.
The Activities Awards celebrates all of the wonderful achievements of our students
in sports clubs, societies and volunteer projects.
The awards are our chance to show our appreciation of the pro-active and
hardworking students who do so much outside of, or in addition to, their studies.
These are the people who go the extra mile to shape the future for themselves,
FXU and the Universities.

Nominate
Do your group’s committee members create exciting opportunities for you? Do
you know a sports person who has achieved success? Have you been inspired
by someone who you feel goes the extra mile? Do you have a friend who has
created inspirational volunteering projects in the community? We’re giving you
the opportunity to nominate them for an award!
The awards list will show you the complete range of awards available.
The criteria for each award is extremely important—this is what the nominations
will be judged and scored against. The nominations will be judged by external
panels who do not know each group and student individually, so will be scoring
the nominations on the information you provide - make sure it is thorough and
really explains your reasons for nominating. Your nomination must demonstrate
how your nominee meets the criteria and the easiest way is to provide examples
of how each criteria requirement is met on the nomination form.
The nomination form should be completed online by 5pm Friday 15 March.
You can nominate more than one person or group for each award.
If you know an excellent person or group that deserves an award, please take the
time to submit a nomination.

Celebrate
Nominations for the FXU Activities Awards 2019 are open until
5pm on Friday 15 March 2019.
The shortlisted nominees will be invited to the FXU Activities Awards
on Wednesday 1 May 2019.
The winners, chosen by an external panel of judges, will be
announced and presented with their awards during the ceremony.

The 2019 Awards List
Please read the criteria carefully. Using the information you supply, the panel of
judges will assess your nominee against the criteria, so please give examples of
how your nominee meets the criteria and why they deserve the award.

Society Awards
Most Outstanding Society Committee Member
Criteria:
··Excellent
··Excellent
··Excellent
··Excellent
··Excellent

society engagement and enthusiasm
leadership and management
organisational skills
listening and communication
attitude and willingness to do more for the improvement of the society

Most Outstanding Society Event of the Year
Criteria:
··Evidence of a successful event
··Involvement of a wide variety of participants in the event or a high number of
participants
··Evidence of satisfied and inspired participants
··Examples of the positive outcomes of the event

Most Improved Society of the Year
Criteria:
··The society must have completed a minimum of two FXU Accreditation rounds
to be eligible for this award
··Significant progression within the FXU Accreditation Scheme (please provide
evidence of your accreditation score last year and this year)
··Excellent engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns and initiatives
··Evidence of the desire to continue improving through reflecting and goal setting

Society of the Year.
Criteria:
··Must have achieved Gold in FXU’s Accreditation Award Scheme for 2018/19
··Demonstrate the society’s achievements
··Excellent engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns and initiatives
··Good membership numbers and member satisfaction
··Evidence of going above and beyond for their member experience
··Excellent society organisation
··A good variety of quality activities

Fundraising Awards
Fundraising Activity of the Year
Criteria:
··An event/project/campaign that has demonstrated originality
··Proof that the event/project/campaign has reached and included a significant
number of students
··Evidence of working successfully with charity beneficiary
··Demonstration of successful fundraising (please include the total)

Most Significant Contribution to Fundraising
Criteria:
··Evidence of how an individual has motivated and inspired others to fundraise
··Proof that an individual has gone above and beyond to fundraise for chosen
charity
··Provide evidence of events, activities and fundraising that the individual has
supported or run
··Amount of fundraising achieved (please provide fundraising total)

Adopt a Charity Award
Criteria:
··Open to any FXU affiliated activity group
··Demonstrates significant endeavour to fundraise for chosen charity
··Evidence of attempting to raise profile of chosen charity on campus and
amongst student community
··Amount of fundraising achieved (please provide fundraising total)

Volunteering Awards
Most Outstanding SLVP Committee Member
Criteria:
··Excellent project engagement and enthusiasm
··Excellent leadership and responsibility
··Excellent organisational skills
··Excellent listening and communication
··Excellent attitude and willingness to do more for the improvement of the project
and community/charity relations

Student-Led Volunteer Project of the Year
Criteria:
··Must have achieved Gold in FXU’s Accreditation Award Scheme for 2018/19
··Evidence of the significant impact of the project’s achievements
··Excellent engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns and initiatives
··Good volunteer numbers and volunteer satisfaction
··Evidence of excellent volunteer training/education
··Evidence of how the project goes above and beyond for the member
experience
··Demonstrates a positive impact on the community or partner charities

Community Volunteer of the Year
Criteria:
··Evidence of significant commitment to community projects outside of FXUaffiliated activities
··Can show that they have fostered good relationships with the community
··Has actively sought opportunities to volunteer beyond the standard FXU
volunteering offer
··Demonstration of impact on the student body and/or local community through
volunteering
··Evidence the individual has inspired or motivated others to participate in
volunteering

Sports Awards
Most Outstanding Sports Club Committee Member
Criteria:
··Excellent
··Excellent
··Excellent
··Excellent
··Excellent

club engagement and enthusiasm
leadership and management
organisational skills
listening and communication
attitude and willingness to do more for the improvement of the club

Most Improved Sports Club of the Year
Criteria:
··The club must have completed a minimum of two FXU Accreditation rounds to
be eligible for this award
··Significant progression within the FXU Accreditation Scheme (Please provide
evidence of your Accreditation Score last year and this year)
··Excellent engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns and initiatives
··Evidence of the desire to continue improving through reflecting and goal setting

Sports Club of the Year
Criteria:
··Must have achieved Gold in FXU’s Accreditation Award Scheme for 2018/19
··Evidence of the club’s achievements
··Excellent engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns and initiatives
··Good membership numbers and member satisfaction
··Evidence of going above and beyond for the member experience
··Excellent club organisation
··A good variety of quality activities

Outstanding Sporting Contribution
Criteria:
··An individual or team that has participated and achieved a high level of success
in their sport (Please provide details of rankings, competition results or league
positions where appropriate)
··Demonstration of commitment to their sport
··Examples of inspiring others through their actions
··Evidence of contribution to an FXU or community sports club/s

Activities Awards
Newcomer of the Year
Criteria:
··Open to any new Sports Club, Society or Student-Led Volunteering Project
(established since May 2018)
··High level of attainment within the FXU Accreditation Scheme where possible
(Please state accreditation score)
··Examples of excellent engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns and
initiatives
··Evidence of the desire to continue improving through reflecting and goal setting
··Evidence of innovative and successful ways to attract new members to grow the
group

Member of the Year
Criteria:
··Open to any member of a Sports Club, Society or Student-Led Volunteering
Project that is not a current committee member of that group
··Examples of outstanding commitment and attendance at planned sessions and
positive engagement
··Demonstrates great enthusiasm, encouragement and willingness to give back to
the group
··Evidence of going above and beyond an ordinary member of the group

Sustainable Activity of the Year
Criteria:
··High level of involvement of students
··Evidence of positive impact on environmental sustainability
··Evidence that the activity has inspired others by the example set
··Raised awareness and educated others in sustainability

Collaboration of the Year
Criteria:
··Innovative stand-alone or ongoing collaborative initiative
··Evidence of a significant impact on the members or on the community
··Engaged a significant number of students and made a lasting impact

FXU Activities Unsung Hero Award
Criteria:
··Awarded to an individual or group
··Examples of where they have gone above and beyond for the benefit of others
··Demonstrates outstanding work and an excellent attitude and willingness to do
more for the improvement of activity groups and students

Overall Contribution to FXU Activities
Criteria:
··Examples of where they have made an outstanding impact on FXU Activities as
a whole
··Evidence of being heavily involved in a range of Sports Clubs, Societies or
SLVPs
··Can demonstrate positive engagement with FXU and involvement in campaigns
and initiatives
··Goes above and beyond to improve the FXU Activity offer
··Evidence they have inspired others and increased participation in their
respective areas
··Cannot be FXU staff

